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OH, IF only I had a fiver for every
time I’ve heard that question!

The Korat is the silver-blue cat
of Thailand which is said to bring
good luck. Its name comes from
the Korat region in the north-
eastern plateau of Thailand,
where it is believed the cat origi-
nated; a place of huge granite
outcrops, where the coat would
blend with its surroundings. In its
native country its name, ‘Si-Sawat’
(pronounced “see-sah-waht”),
means greyish-blue. The word
‘sawat’ on its own means pros-
perity or good luck.  Korats are
rare, even in their native Thailand,
and remain the most highly prized
cat of the Thai people; who think
of the Korat as their national cat,
(not the Siamese, as you might
think).
An adult Korat can be a breath-
takingly beautiful cat of medium
build, semi-cobby with a muscular
body.  The female is more dainty
that the male in appearance but
should not be undersized. Both
males and females are surpris-
ingly heavy for their stature.
Korats have a heart-shaped face
and huge, luminous green eyes,
which appear too big for the face.
In profile, there is a slight stop
between forehead and nose.  The
coat is short to medium in length,
glossy and fine, lying close to the
body. Korats have a single coat
which is smooth, silky and soft to
the touch and each hair is tipped
with silver, giving a halo effect,
particularly in areas where the fur
is shorter. 

A long and ancient

history
The earliest existing records of

the cats of Thailand are in the
Bangkok National Library. The
Cat-Book Poems dating back to
1350 AD describes and illustrates

around 23 breed colours,
including Seal Point Siamese
(Vichien Mas), Korats (Si-Sawats)
and Copper (Burmese) cats
(Thong Daeng).

Lucky Cat
According to the unknown

author, 17 of the ancient cats
mentioned in the Cat-Book Poems
bring good luck, and six are bad
omens. The Korat’s blue-grey coat
represents rain clouds, its silver
tipping represents wealth and
green eyes the green rice shoots.
It is, therefore, one of the luckiest
cats; a symbol of wealth, fertility
and good harvests. In remote
villages in the north east of the
country a Korat is still paraded

around today, carried in proces-
sion to the well, where it is sprin-
kled with water to ensure the rice
paddies are filled by rain.   Also,
for many years a newly married
couple might be presented with a
Korat on their wedding day, to
bring them wealth, happiness and
fertility. 

All Korats in the west today can
trace their ancestry back to cats
imported from Thailand. This is
why the Korat is also known as the

‘blue cat with the Thai passport.’

Korats in the UK
There is an intriguing reference

to a blue cat from Siam shown at
the National Cat Show in 1896. It
was exhibited as a ‘Blue Siamese’,
but was disqualified – supposedly,
by one of the most famous early
cat fancier judges, artist Louis
Wain.
It was more than 70 years before
a Korat was seen in the UK again
when two cats were imported
from the USA in 1972. The first
British Korat kittens were born on
Easter Sunday 1972.  By 1974 the
Korat had gained GCCF breed
recognition, but there was a long
wait before Championship status
was finally awarded in 1984.

Owned by a Korat
A Korat is not for everyone.

Korats need to be involved in the
lives of their human families; they
really are companions and there
needs to be a reciprocal commit-
ment on the part of the humans.
If you are owned by a Korat your
life will be changed. Their natural

intelligence, liveliness and playful-
ness is their charm and you must
be prepared to give them your
time and love.  You will not regret
it and will be repaid a thousand
fold.

A Korat can be described as;
intelligent, affectionate, gentle,
sensitive, loyal, loving, playful,
receptive, demonstrative, mischie-
vous, talkative, devoted, and
constant.  These are many of the
adjectives which lend themselves
to capturing the delightful, unique
nature of these wonderful cats.  

Korats are very intelligent,
sensitive and receptive... and very
active!  Their special gentleness
makes them wonderful children’s
pets.  Be prepared to be followed
everywhere; this has been known
to include the bath or shower –
and I don’t just mean the room!

Showing your Korat
Choosing a kitten for show

bench looks is just about impos-
sible with this breed. Korats are
slow maturing, and kittens and
adolescents are often ‘ugly duck-
lings’, with dark, rather fluffy
coats and amber coloured eyes;
the mature ‘swan’ taking three or
four years to transform. It is
important to discuss with the
breeder your  exact  requirements, 

KKKKOOOORRRRAAAATTTTSSSS AAAANNNNDDDD TTTTHHHHAAAAIIIISSSS
(The Cats From Out Of The Blue)
JULIE CHERKAS attempts to answer the question: What is a Korat?

JUSARKA PROSPEROUS PLUTO (Korat)

JUSARKA STAR SOLITAIRE (Korat)

Three generations of a Korat family relaxing
together!

JADEYI GENESI (Korat) Korat kittens

LOCKSLEY, a Thai Blue Point Kitten.

PRIMPURAUS MEO HEO (Korat)

Continued on Page 17
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